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Priority - Task

Pace - Assertive

Pace - Reflective

Priority - People
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The messages you send out 
won’t be received unless your 
staff actually understands what 

you are saying. 

Your personnel won’t know what 
you know, won’t have the 

experience you have and won’t 
know what you want unless… 

So you understand their 
expectations, wants and needs 

and then you work to meet 
those needs or be able to 

communicate the expectations 
you have.  

Responsibility
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What is my DISC Style and do I 
use my Style all the time to 

communicate to those I lead, 
manage, supervise or work 

with? 

If you are primarily 
communicating in your preferred 

Style, you are likely mis-
communicating with a lot of your 

workforce 

Understand what you truly want 
so you can focus on that while 

building positive communication 
with staff. 

Self-
Reflection
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Self-
Reflection
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Dominant (Quick/Task) Influence (Quick/People)

Conscientious (Deliberate/Task) Steady (Deliberate/People)

Characteristics       Tips for Others

Characteristics       Tips for Others

Characteristics       Tips for Others

Characteristics       Tips for Others

_ Competitive
_ Strategic
_ Assertive

_ Offer Solutions to Win
_ Display Reasoning
_ Anticipate Questions

_ Think Logically
_ Seek Facts
_ Analytical

_ Provide Rationale
_ Give Written Data
_ Offer Pros and Cons

_ Expressive
_ Optimistic
_ Spontaneous

_ Acknowledge Ideas 
_ Discuss Solutions
_ Ask their Opinion

_ Dependable
_ Methodical
_ Calm

_ Follow-through
_ Provide a Plan
_ Show Composure

DISC Action Plan

1. Determine Direct Report’s DISC Style
What is their Pace when communicating with others? More Assertive or Reflective?
What is their Priority when communicating with others? More People or Task?

2. Add a      by ”Characteristics” that match
3. Add an      by (Communication) “Tips for Others” you currently use
4. Insert a around remaining “Tips for Others”
5. Add a by one “Tips for Others” you will first apply
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So you can speak to them in 
their language. DISC allows you 

to know their Style of 
communication – adapt yours 

to meet their needs. 

How do my staff listen and learn 
best? If I am a “D” and I send out 
a message in “D” Style to a “C” 

employee, what have I just done 
to them? 

Help them understand that 
everyone has a different Style, 
some similar to each other and 

some very different.  

Leadership
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What motivates a D?               
What motivates an I?           
What motivates an S?         
What motivates a C? 

It is easier to motivate your staff 
with a positive work environment 

and speaking to them in their 
“language.” 

Focus on proper communication 
and remember – it is about 

them, not you! When you work 
to motivate them in their 

preferred Style, they respond 
better and understand you 

better. And, ultimately, like their 
workplace better! 

Motivate
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